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Address M. Ashkenazy Ltd 
63, Yigal Alon Str. 
Tel Aviv 67443 

Country Israel

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Wholesale of flat glass, Representative for Glaverbel, solar glass, safety glass, toughened glass, fire rated glass 

The glass range we import provides endless architectural solutions related pathways of light, reflection, solar control, acoustic insulation and thermal
insulation. The glass we import from the leading manufacturers in the world are produced with innovative technologies and can provide protection from
heat, cold and noise.

Our glass exterior glass products are mainly used in curtain wall. Today  curtain walls  are made   of the right glass quality combined with accurate
characteristics. Our products can significantly save on electricity costs and adds light to the interior space of your home or office.

Company Profile of M. Ashkenazy Ltd

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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